SONY
3LCD Laser Light Source Projector
VPL-FWZ60

Key Features
• 5,000 lumens
• Native WXGA (1,280 x 800) Resolution
• Laser Light Source “Z-Phosphor” and 3LCD Projection System
• Bright Era™ Long-lasting Optics
• Reality Creation
• Contrast Enhancer
• 20,000h*1 of Virtually Zero Maintenance Operation
• Hassle-free Automatic Filter Cleaning
• Energy-efficient Functions
• Powered Lens Shift Function
• Variety of Optional Lenses
• Tilt Angle Free
• HDBaseT™ Compatibility
• Edge Blending
• 34dB/28dB Super Quiet Operation Noise
• Professional Calibration
• Instant ON/OFF
• Constant Brightness Mode
*1 Actual hours may very depending on usage environment
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